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Do-It-Yourself: Introduction
to OpenLDAP

By  S c o t t  C o u r t n ey

What is Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)? How
does it work, and how can it be used to centralize employee
and system information? This article explains LDAP in simple
terms and uses the OPENLDAP software to illustrate a hands-on
implementation of a company directory.

MOST
people who support servers
for a living have at least

heard of LDAP, the Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol. Quite a few system adminis-
trators know that Microsoft Exchange
Server™ and Microsoft Active Directory™ are
both LDAP-compatible in some way. And, if
you have administered Exchange or some
similar groupware product, you probably
know that an LDAP directory is a great way to
track your company’s internal phone book and
mailing addresses. LDAP, for many compa-
nies, is a kind of Intranet “411” service, like
dialing Information on the telephone. LDAP,
though, can do a whole lot more than this.

Unfortunately, learning how to set it up and
use LDAP can be, to put it mildly, challenging.
When approaching LDAP, there is a natural
tendency to think of it as a relational database.
After all, LDAP stores things like names,
addresses, e-mails, URLs, telephone numbers,
company names—all of the things you’re
used to storing in a database and querying
with SQL. Many people are confused because
directories do not store the data in rows and
columns, but rather in objects, which make
the branches of a tree.

A LITTLE HISTORY

LDAP stands for Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol, but there was not anything
“lightweight” about the protocol’s ancestor. The
LDAP standard is derived from a predecessor

called X.500, which, like the seven-layer OSI
network model, is comprehensive in design but
too complex for many real-world applications.
X.500 was originally intended to run on the OSI
network stack, but someone realized that the
directory concepts of X.500 were useful even
without the complexity of the OSI network pro-
tocol. A subset of the X.500 services was
moved onto TCP/IP. This simplified, or “light-
weight,” version became LDAP. Technically,
LDAP is the protocol for communicating with a
directory, not the directory itself, but in practi-
cal terms, “LDAP” has come to refer to the
directory as well as the network protocol.

LDAP does not actually define the directory,
although to many people “LDAP” and “direc-
tory” are virtually synonymous. LDAP, literally,
is a networkstandard defining how the directory
repository (server) communicates with its
clients and with other servers. Exactly how the
data is stored is not LDAP’s concern, so long as
clients can access the data in a uniform way.

LDAP organizes information into cate-
gories and hierarchies, the way real-world
organizations are often structured. Each entity
that is represented in the directory is an
“object,” and each object has certain attributes
or properties that describe it. An object’s
“class” defines what specific type of object it
is, and by implication, what attributes are
applicable to it. Objects can be members of
more than one class, if they share the charac-
teristics of several entity types. Every object
in the directory is identified by a unique, or

“distinguished,” name (“DN” for short). The DN
indicates “where” the object is in the tree, while
its classes indicate “what” the object represents.

SETTING UP AN LDAP
DIRECTORY SERVER

It used to be that an LDAP server was an
expensive proposition. Companies like Netscape
charged for every user who would connect to the
directory, and in a large company, this could be
hundreds of thousands of dollars. The market-
place has commoditized LDAP servers, though,
and now a basic server can be downloaded from
the Internet for free, or may even come bundled
with your operating system of choice. In the
Linux, BSD, and UNIX world, the OpenLDAP
project (http://www.openldap.org/) offers an
Open Source server and client that are stable,
well supported, and free. They also have a nifty
green caterpillar for their mascot. IBM offers
their LDAP server (part of the Tivoli product
suite) bundled with many of their operating sys-
tems, or free for downloading, in hopes that this
will lead companies to try the other Tivoli prod-
ucts. Netscape still sells an LDAP server; it’s not
cheap, but has manageability features that are
useful to large companies. Netscape’s and
IBM’s strengths, over OpenLDAP, are that they
offer meta-directory links to automatically syn-
chronize the LDAP data with other repositories.

The setup procedures for each LDAP server
are different, but typically not difficult. One
nice thing about LDAP is that it is very well
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standardized, so once you have the server running, how you use it is
pretty independent of which server you chose. Thus, the rest of this
article will simply assume that you have access to a working server,
without regard for which one. I recommend OpenLDAP, available from
http://www.openldap.org/ (and supplied as a standard part of most
Linux distributions) as a good and inexpensive choice to get you started.
You will probably find that precompiled binaries are available for your
system, and these are usually easier to install than compiling from source.

A SIMPLE EXAMPLE

It is a lot easier to define LDAP by example than it is to explain it in
theoretical terms. Suppose a company, Example Enterprises, Limited,
wishes to build an employee directory using LDAP. How will it work?

The directory will be organized in much the same way as the company
itself. At the root of the directory (the top, in most LDAP diagrams—so
the “tree” is drawn upside-down!) is the company itself. “Example
Enterprises” is unusual as a name, but not all company names are.
When X.500 was originally conceived, its designers envisioned a single
large directory, spread across thousands of servers, that would link all
the companies in the world into a global information service. LDAP, at
least conceptually, follows that model. Therefore, while it is legal to
name the root of a directory tree by the company name, most LDAP
designers do not do this. Instead, they use a related name that already
is globally unique: the company’s Internet domain.

In LDAP, as on the Internet, domain names are written with the
largest (most significant) part of the name on the right hand side.
Example Enterprises happens to own the domain of example.com,
which is made up of two components (“example” and “com”). In
LDAP syntax, the base distinguished name for this domain is
“dc=example,dc=com” where “dc” stands for “domain component.”
This distinguished name, or DN, will form the root of Example
Enterprises’ LDAP directory tree.

One of the really interesting things about LDAP is that the layout, or
schema, of the tree can vary from one organization to another, and yet
they can all (theoretically) still fit together someday into a global
service. Some companies divide their tree along departmental or polit-
ical lines, and some divide along geographic lines (such as by country).
Some companies even divide by conceptual lines (such as all the
employees in one branch, all the customers in another, and inanimate
objects in a third). The only thing that’s really required is that the dis-
tinguished name for every object be globally unique, and this is easily
achieved by having the Internet domain as a suffix for all other DNs. In
our sample company, every DN must end in “dc=example,dc=com”,
but we can put anything we want to the left of this.

Example Enterprises wants to be able to store more in their LDAP
directory than just the company employee directory. LDAP is great for
cataloging system configurations, departments, and many other things.
There is a catchall class called “organizationalUnit” in the LDAP
standard. The “ou,” as it is abbreviated, originally meant “part of an
organization” but which has now come to be used in a more generic
sense as a way to subdivide the tree. It is very common, for instance, to
have an organizationalUnit called “People” that is a directory tree
branch containing all of the employee data. Example Enterprises will
use this very common structural approach.

Within the People section of the tree, all the distinguished names
(DNs) will end in the suffix “ou=People, dc=example, dc=com”. Each
person can be identified in a number of ways, such as by their name

(“cn” or “commonName” in LDAP parlance), their e-mail address
(“mail”), or by a unique user ID (“uid”). Example Enterprises, having
a very disciplined IT team, assigns every person a user ID that is unique
in the company, so this is an excellent identification field in the LDAP
directory. If Carol Smith’s user ID is “c_smith”, then her DN in the
LDAP directory would be “uid=c_smith, ou=People, dc=example,
dc=com”. And so on.

To import this information into LDAP, the data is written into a spe-
cial syntactic form called LDAP Data Interchange Format, or LDIF. The
LDIF file for Example Enterprises’ directory root might look like this:

dn: dc=example,dc=com

objectclass: top

objectclass: organization

organizationName: Example Enterprises

dn: ou=People, dc=example, dc=com

objectclass: top

objectclass: organizationalUnit

ou: People

dn: uid=c_smith, ou=People, dc=example, dc=com

objectclass: top

objectclass: person

objectclass: organizationalPerson

objectclass: inetOrgPerson

uid: c_smith

commonName: Carol Smith

givenName: Carol

surname: Smith

telephoneNumber: 456-555-1212

facsimileTelephoneNumber: 456-555-2277

mail: c_smith@us.example.com

street: 117 Mill Pond Drive

street: Suite G3

st: OH

postalCode: 44999-6817

There are a lot of other attributes that Carol could have (likewise, for
the company and the “People” organizational unit, though these are
often omitted). The company organizational object, and the “People”
organizational unit, is loaded into the directory just once. Of course, the
other part of this file is repeated for every user who is to be added into
the directory.

If this data is stored in “data.ldif” and the LDAP server is called
“ldap.example.com”, then a command like this one might be used to
load in the data to the server:

ldapadd -D “cn=Administrator,dc=example,dc=com” -w secret \

-h ldap.example.com -f data.ldif

(The “\” at the end of the line means this command is continued on
the next line. In practice, you would type this all on one line without
the backslash.)

The “-D” option tells the ldapadd command to “bind” (or authenti-
cate) using a password (“secret”) that is associated with the distin-
guished name “cn=Administrator,dc=example,dc=com”. This adminis-
trative DN is not a real object, but rather is a pseudo-object that is
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defined for administrative purposes when the
LDAP server is first installed. You would not
really use a bad password like “secret” for a
production system, of course.

Once all the users have been loaded into the
directory, the ldapsearch command allows the
directory to be queried. Here is an example:

ldapsearch -h ldap.example.com -b

“ou=People,dc=example,dc=com” \

-s sub

“(&(objectclass=inetOrgPerson)(uid=c_s

mith))” “cn telephoneNumber”

This command says, “Start at the People
organizational unit object in the directory. Scan
that object and everything under it, for as many
levels down the tree as needed (‘-s sub’), and
display every object that has a user ID attribute
of c_smith, but only if the object is of the type
inetOrgPerson. For each object that matches
the search, show only the commonName (‘cn’)
and the telephone number, plus the distin-
guished name, which is always displayed.

Other commands, such as ldapmodify and
ldapdelete, change or delete existing records.
Moreover, the ldapsearch command can be a lot
more sophisticated than this example. These
command-line utilities, though, are typically
used only for debugging and for administration.
There are programmable interfaces for many
common languages, including Java, C, C++,
PHP, Perl, and even BASIC. Once the data is
loaded into an LDAP directory, programs in
many languages and on many operating sys-
tems can have equal access to the information.

WHAT ELSE CAN LDAP DO?

LDAP often is thought of as an electronic
contact list or employee directory, but in truth, it

can do many more interesting things. LDAP
objects and attributes have been defined for
things like computers, operating system config-
urations, TCP/IP network parameters, security
permissions, and so on. LDAP can help a large
company to organize its information technology
(IT) systems and to manage system-specific
configurations better. Many enterprise-class
security systems, employing public key infra-
structures, X.509 certificates, and other
sophisticated features, use LDAP directories
as the back-end data repository. Because
LDAP is an open standard, it is ideal for these
types of infrastructural data that need to be
accessible from many operating systems and
many programming languages.

Modern LDAP servers are able to replicate
the information across multiple machines, in
near real time, thus providing excellent
failover mechanisms in case of trouble with
one server. The replication process also works
well for load sharing, because many applica-
tions that use LDAP only read the directory,
without actually modifying anything. LDAP
servers are very heavily read-optimized, so
that queries for a small number of objects are
extremely fast even if the overall directory
contains hundreds of thousands of objects.
Careful application design, and an intelligently
planned tree structure, allows a large company
to operate LDAP on relatively modest server
hardware. And the tree can be split up, with
different branches residing on different
servers, while still maintaining a single struc-
ture that is visible to the application software.

WHAT LDAP IS NOT

The things LDAP does well, it does extremely
well. Information that folds naturally into a
tree-like hierarchy, and in which many differ-

ent categories are needed for different entity
types, works well in LDAP. What LDAP does
not do well, however, is relationships between
one entity and another. There is no easy way,
for example, to tell LDAP to “join” two simple
queries into a complex mathematical set
operation. In SQL, this is easy, but in LDAP, it
requires tedious programming. LDAP is blaz-
ingly fast for data retrieval, especially when a
large number of records exist, but only a small
number are of interest. However, LDAP is,
typically, not very efficient for updates. And, it
has little or no support for transaction logic.

CONCLUSION

In the coming months, we will venture
deeper into LDAP directories, including some
hands-on examples of how LDAP can be used.
We will examine LDAP’s traditional role as a
company directory as well as its use as a global
preferences repository. Along the way, we will
see examples of how LDAP information can
be queried and updated from a variety of pro-
gramming languages. In the meantime, install
an LDAP server on a spare machine, practice
building and querying a simple tree from the
command shell utilities, and get ready to have
some fun!
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